Top 10

BILL.COM BENEFITS
What if our firm could help you eliminate writing and mailing checks, bill payment errors, late payments and check fraud?
What if we could help you access information online — anytime, anywhere? Let’s get started, with a secure, paperless solution
for managing your accounts payable and receivable processes.
With Bill.com, we will help you pay your bills and get paid faster than ever before. Through our services, we can help you save
time and increase your organization, control and efficiency.

SEE WHAT OUR CLIENTS LOVE ABOUT BILL.COM.
Discover the top 10 benefits:

1. Scrap the paper

Paper-based processes can eat up large
volumes of time related to tracking
down documents, filing, following up on
invoicing and more. With Bill.com, you
can upload your bills and paperwork to a
centralized, cloud-based repository that
puts information right at your fingertips.

2. Reduce overhead

Eliminate the expenses associated with
the salary, insurance and retirement
accounts of in-house bookkeepers. Save
a substantial amount of money that can
be redirected back into the company.

3. Collect money more
quickly

Give your customers more payment
options, including credit card, PayPal
or online directly from a bank. You
can quickly see when a customer has
reviewed an invoice or scheduled a
payment, and you can set automatic
reminders for due dates. These process
enhancements enable you to collect
receivables two to three times faster than
paper-based processes.

4. Save time

Take the time previously spent on
laborious tasks and concentrate it on
high-yielding activities. Reduce the
time you spend on bill approvals and
payments by 50% or more. Time-heavy
processes such as data entry, bank
and check runs and following up on
payment statuses are taken off your
plate, so you can focus on business
priorities.

5. Reduce the risk of
fraud

Avoid the potential of being defrauded
by employees or advisors who may
have unsupervised access to critical
financial information. Bill.com allows
you to adopt automated workflows,
restrict access and benefit from built-in
alerts that can prevent potential fraud.

Access bill information from any
mobile device, including laptops,
tablets or smartphones.

7. Ensure business
continuity

Bill.com stores your valuable
information in an encrypted,
secure cloud environment. All
you need is internet access to
continue business as normal.
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8. Eliminate doubleentry and data
management issues
Bill.com integrates with your
accounting software, so you
can eliminate time-consuming
data entry and human error
from manual re-typing. Simplify
account reconciliation and
sync payment data with your
accounting system.

Experience these benefits yourself:
Contact us to learn more.

9. Always be
prepared for
taxes and audits

With Bill.com, you no longer
have to scramble come tax
time. All your financial activity is
archived and audited, and can
easily be reported.

10. Gain greater
insight into
your business

Gain the strategic insight you
need around your financial
performance. Eliminate bulky
spreadsheets with a cloudbased reporting platform
that is always up to date.
This information allows you
to project receivables and
payables, reveals potential
problems in advance and helps
you rapidly plan for alternatives.
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6. Real-time access
on the go

